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Abstract. In [63 and [7] Meseguer conjectured that in the category Pas(o) of ti-complete poscts 
and o-continuous maps the epis are exactly the dense maps. This paper exhibits a counter-example 
to Meseguer’s conjecutre, draws a number of negative conclusions and strengthens another of 
Meseguer”s results. By embedding Pas(o) in the category of partial algebras of an adequate type, a 
better understanding is obtained both of these results and of the conjecture. 
1. Introduction 
Let Pos(w ) be the category of o-complete posets and w-continuous mal:ps (and Pas 
the category of posets and monotone maps) and denote posets b;v bold italic capital 
letters, e,g. A: (A, <A). 
Although we will study Pas(w) here, the example and its consequences would hold 
in any of a number of similar categories, including that of directed.-complete posets 
and directed-continuous maps. Lehmann [5 J and Meseguer [:6,7] both noticed that 
Pas(w) is an (extremal epi, mono) and an (epi, extremal mono) category. 
They defined a full mono to be an w-continuous (or monotone) map m : A + B 
such that (Vcd, a’EA) m(a) G+n(a’) -JSa <A a”. The full monos are then *the 
subspace injections. Lehmann [S] showed that an extre:mal mono is a full monc. 
Meseguer [6] showed that not all full monos are regular (equalix~ra). 
Let A c B and I3 an fti-complete poset. The subset ,4 is said to be closed if every 
ascending w-sequence in A has its 1.u.b. (which has to exist in 13) in A. 
The closure of A (cl(A)) is define:d to be the least closed subset of 8 VGhich contains 
A. An w-continuous map f : B + D is said to be dense if II = cl(f(.B j). Meseguer [63 
showed that POS(W) is a (dense, full mono) category and presearted afuB1 mono which 
is not regular. He also conjectured that epis coincide: wiith dense maps (and hence 
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extremal monos coincide with full monos). Our main result is a sountererrample to 
this conjecture. In Section 4 it will be shown as a consequence, that both inclusions: 
regular monos E xtremal monos c full monos are strict. 
In order to relate the dense map and t!h:* full mono to category theoretical notions 
and motivate Meseguer’s conjecture, we embed Pas(w) (and Pos) in the category P’ 
of all partial algebras of an adequate type t, which already has a thoroughly 
investigated theory -see e.g. [l, 2, S-lo]. Thereby in Section 5 we show that the 
dense maps are thlose maps which are epis in P’ and the full monos those which are 
extremal monos in 1D’. Then the conjecture reduces to t’he natural question whether 
the epis of POS(O)I are also epis in P’. In the sequel N will denote the set of natural 
numbers, N* the set of all fi,-rite sequences of natural nlumbers and N’ the set of all 
non-empty finite sequences of natural numbers. The symbol A will denote the empty 
sequence and u the least upper bound of an ascending sequence. For the category 
theoretical notions the reader is referred to [4]. 
2. The basic domain 
Meseguler [6] described the following domain (see also the figure in [3]): The 
domain D consists of an ascending ~-sequence u0 .G D al <D 9 l 9 GD aj SD l * l with 
its 1.u.b. a,, and a denumerable set of incomparable elements: boy 61,. . . , bi, . . . 
which are such that ai SD bi < -D a oo. (See Fig. 1.) Clearly, D is an o-complete and 
d-complete partial order. The main property of D is described in the following 
theorem. 
Fig. 1. The domain D. 
. Iffr is an o-continuous map, dten {f(bJ 1 i < o) c C has a 1.u.b. in 
G which 1s uico f(tJi)e 
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Proof. Clearly f(am) is an upper bound of {f\bi) 1 i C o}. Suppose now that c E C is 
such that c acf(bi) for all i c w. Then c acf(ai) for all i <to anl:j, c z~C ~~<:Jcai,= 
f (ad. 
Let us denote by .A the subposet of D consisting of th’e a’s (1% is an ascending 
sequence a:.~d its 1.u.b.) and by El the subposet consisting of the b‘s; (the order in B is 
trivial). Theorem 1 shows that the effect of a continuous function: D --3b C on R 
determines its effect on am even though B is a. closed strict subse:t of D. Let i : B + D 
be the injection (it is a full mono) and let f, g : D -+ C be two arrows of Pas(o) such 
that f 0 i = g 0 i. Then f snd g are equal not only on B but also on tioo. To builld a map i 
which would be an epi bnt not dense one must only make every a the CL cJl' swne copy 
of D and choose for i the injection of the subposet containing all the b’s. Fig. 2 
pictures the construction. The next section defines it formally. 
Fig. 2. The domain AI, 
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3. The coarstruction 
Let X = ‘N* x (a j u N+ x (b) (with a Z b). Defi:ne SX as the reflexive closure of the 
relation < defined by: 
V%, y E N”, V?& m f IN, vff E .X 
(1) (.m, a) < 6% a); 
(2) (xn9 a) < (ynr, a)1 iff 
(a) y =x and n -cm of 
(b) there is a k E N sucf~ that k s m and yk is a prefix of X; 
(3) (xn, G ) C (ym, b) iff (xn, a) < (ym, a) or xn = ym ; 
(4) (xn, b)<a! iff (x,a)<c;r. or (x, a)=a. 
The relation GA: is obviously reflexive. 
Lemma lk, The relation SX is transitive. 
Proof, Clearly (_4,+ a) c Q! does not hold for any cy and we may restrict our attention 
to elements of the type (xn, a) and (ym, b). Suppose (xn, a) < (ym, a) < (rk, a). 
If y = 2, n < m and z = y, m < k, then z = x and n c k. 
If y = X, rz <m and tl is a prefix of y for 1 c k, then zf is a prefix of x for 16 k. 
If yl is a prefix of x for I G m and z = y, m c k, then rl is a prefix of x for I s k. 
If yf is a prefix of x for f s m and zkt is a prefix of y for h s k, then zh is a prefix of x 
for h s k. 
Now 
(n, a) sx (ym, a) sx (zk, 6) + (xn, a) sx (ym, a) s-x kk a) 
+ (xn, a) + (zk, a) 3 (xn, a) + (zk, b), 
Cm a) sx (rm, 6) Sx a =3 (xn, a) S:X (ym, a) v: (y, a) SX a! 
+(xn, a) +a! (b!/ the previous remarks), 
(xn, b) sxa -‘xp*(X,a) %K cy %K p + (x, Q) +K j3 (by previous remarks) 
+ (xn, b) +$. 
Lemma 2. 77~ relation + is antisyrn metric. 
Proof. If CB < p c Q, then it! c CY. This could only occur if u! < cy were a relation 
introduced in (4). But then one would have (xn, b) < (xn, 6) 3 (x, a) < (xn, b) or 
ix, a) = (xn, b) which are impossible. 
Lemma 3. Any ascending sequence among elements of 
certain point). * 
‘. x {b} is trivial (j&d after a
If (xn, b)<:(ym, b), then (x, a) sx (ym, ,a) and y is a strict prefix of x. 
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Lemma 4, X = I;S, -5~) is an o-complete poset. 
Proof. By Lemma 13 it is enough to consider sequences of: elements of the type (x, (2). 
SUPPXZ (~0, ti) < (XI, a) C l l l < (xi, a) < * l l . Clearly Xi # A and the sequence 
may be written 
After aI certain point yr+l is not a strict prefix of y, and therefore (Vj ;:I i) yj =: yi. 
Then the sequenr:e yti, ni+l, l l l increases without bound and clearly (vi, a) is 20 upper 
bound for the sec:luence. Suppose (AC, a) is an upper bound for the sequence. Since it 
cannot be the case that z =: yi and ni s k for al1 large i’s, there must be an I E N such 
that I G k and zt is :I prefix of yi. Suppose yi = wm. If zl is a prefix of W, th,en 
(yi, iZ)=(Wm,a)s x (zk, a) by (2b). otherwise rl = WY?Z which implies I = m, z = w 
and (yi? a)=(~& a) SX (zk, a) by (2a). 
Let J3 == X’ x {b} considlzred as a subspace of X. 
Lemma 5. 7%~ subspace B is an cer-complete poset and it is closed. 
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 3. 
Lemma 6. Tha injection i : B *X is an w-continuotls may. It is not dose. 
Proof. Lemma 3 ensures that i is o-continuous and Lemma 5 that it is Elot dense. 
Lemma 7. Let f .%I’ +Y be an arrow of Pos(o ), then for arry x E N* f (x, a) is tht? hast 
upper bouind of (fixn, B) 1 n E N}. 
Proof. The reasoning is similar to that of Theorem 1. The fact that (xn, b) + (x, a) 
by (4) implies that f(x, a) is an upper bound for the set considered. 
Suppose now r;hat for any n f(xn, b) s yp. Then for any ?a 
f(xn, a> Sy fb, b) GYP and f(x, a) = ‘J f{xn, a) +p. t4cN 
Lemma 8,. 7&e iftjection i : B c) X is an epi in Pas(w) which is not dense. 
Proof. Lemma 6 showed that i is not dense. Let us show it is an epi. 
Suppose f, g : .X + !Y are arrows of Pas(w) such that .fo i = g 0 i. For any y E N*, 
m E N f ( ytx, E) = g(ynz, ii). For any x E N* 
.f(x, a) = l.u.b.{f(xn, b) 1 n E N!, = I.u.b.{g(xn, 6) 1 n E N} = g(x, a). 
Therefore f - g. 
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4, Conelusians 
Theorem 2. ‘T%e dense maps are a strict subset of he epis IYO Pos(o). 
oaf. Clearly all dense maps are epis mdl the rest by Lemma 7. 
meorem 3. 7%~ extremal monos are a strict subset of the j’ull monos. 
Proof. That the extremal monos are a sulbset of the full monos is shown in [5]. 
Meseguer [6] shows that Pas(o) is a (dense, full mono) category and, as was 
mentioned above, it is an (epi, extremal mono) category. But then extremal 
monos = full monos would imply epis = dense maps (see [4 Chapter IX]). 
Theorem 4, TIze regular monos are a strkt subset of the extremal memos. 
Pro&. In any category, aregular mono is an extremal mono. Since Pas(0) is an (epi, 
extremal mono) category, extrema! monos are closd under composition. It is left to 
show that regular monos are not closed under composition. Meseguer [lj] shows that 
the injection i : B Q$ D describe; in Section 2 is not regular. 11 is nevertheless the 
composition of two regular monos: i =‘j a k where ;Ic :B ~3 ST and i : BT - D where 
BT is B with a tiop element added. 
5. A background theory 
In order to give the conjecture of Meseguer a genlcral category theoretical 
background we need some definitions. Cur aim is to identify each w-continuous 
poset A with a partial algebra with the carrier A and two partial operations + (where 
a + b = b ILI, a GA b) and c (where c (ai)i,:, = a CI, a = LJi<” ai). 
Definltiorn 1. A type t is a map from an arbitrary set I to ihe class Grd of all ordinals. 
A t-type partial algebra 2f is a sequence (A, f:) ieI, where A is the carrier and for 
each i E If: is a t(i)-ary partial operation ion A. 
Given two t-type partial algebras ‘2l and 23, a map p : A + B is said to be a 
homomorphism from % to 23 (cp : %b 8) it1 
(Vi E I)(V(al, . . . 7 a& E A”“) 
[(al, . . . 9 a,(i)) E domain (fy) + (p(al), . . . , q(a,(,y))E domain (f”) 
P’ denotes t/he category of all t-type partial algebras and all homomorphisms 
between them. 
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The first order larlguage L” of partial algebras is the smallest class L for which 
L 2 AP’ (defined be.:ow) and 
if 50, $ E L and v E Qrd, then 7 q+ %Q, (p + II/) E L 
ApI is the class of formulas of the form 317 and r = u, where a ~4 z are terms, of 
type t with variable5 from Qrd. 
The validity relation I= is the usual one with the following additional definition: 
Let % be a r-type partial algebra and k : Drd + A a map. ‘ji’hen 
‘8 I= 3IT[k] IfI in %?I the term 7 is denned at the evaiuaton is of the variabies, 
!!tk(7 = crj:k] iff %?I t= 31T[k], 5% I= 31u[k] and the valu:s 
of T and g at evaluation k czkcide. 
‘From now on let C’ be the fixed type ((A- , ‘2), (2, w)j (?,I61 t’ the fixed type ((+, 2))). 
Ddinition 2. Qpo is the (infinite) set of ouaziiecguations defined by (O)-(7) beiow (and 
Qp is the set of (0)+3) below). 
3[(x+y)+“Xfy =y, (b) 
SIX +x (1) 
3l(x+y)h3~(y+z)~3~(x+z), (2) 
3~(x+y)A3~(y+x)+x=y, (3) 
A 3)(Xi + Xi+l) + 31x (Xi)i<wt (4) 
iC0 
(3((C (Xi>i<-d) A A 3((Xi + y)) + 3((C (Xi)i<w + y), (6) 
i<w 
W denotes the full subcategory of P’ of all models of Qpo (and C’ the full 
subcategory of P” of alA models of Qp). 
Theorem 5. Pas(m) * W (and Pos = V). 
Rrsof. First we define the maps F : Pas(o) -3 W and G : W + Pas(w) and then we 
prove that they are f:lne:ors and that G 0 F = Ipcl+,~ and F 0 G = 1 w 
For each1 A=(A,dA )E Ob(PoshJ)), F(Ab=M,+ru,&d with 
+(a := (((a, A), b): a +b} and 1% := {((ai)i .zW. a): (ai)icw is an o-chain in A and 
a =: ic:w a,i). 
For each f E kIor(Pos(w j), FQ fj := fe 
For any 9 E CIb,( W), G(g) := A with :$~lp, :=domain(.+g& 
For any f~ Mor( W), G(f) := f. 
Assetiion 1. Far each A E Ob(Pos(~)), F(A) = % E Ob( Wj. 
hoof, By the definition of +g and since GA. is a partiai order, 5% satisfies &I), (I), (2) 
and (3). By the definition of 1% and since A is w-complete, it satisfies (4), (5), (6) and 
(7’) tQo. 
Aasenctbm 2. G(a) = .A E Ob(Pos(o)) for each % E CSb( W). 
Proof. By the definition of <A and bpy (l), (2) and (3) sA is a partial order. By (4), (5) 
and (6) any w-chain (ai)i<, of A ha5 a l.u.b., namely & (ai)icw. 
Ass&ion 3. For any 1’: 4 + R E Mor(Pc&)), F(f) : 3 + % E Mor( W). 
Proof, Let ((a, b), !J)E. +PI. Then a 6,!& b and then f(a) +f(b). This implies 
Let ((ai)i<m9 a) E &= ‘T’hell (ai)i<, is an w -chain and a = uicw ai. Since f is o - 
continuous (fl(ai))i,, is an w-chain in J? and f(a) = ui~w f (ai). This implies 
((f (ai))iew, f (a 1) E CS- 
Assertion 4. For any f : ‘8 -+ 23 E Mor( W), F(f) : A + B E Mor(Pos(w)). 
PrOOf* lkt (lai bj<o be an w-chain in A with a = ui<” ai. By the definition of GA, by 
(43, (5) and (6) a = 1% (ai)i<@. Then f(a) = >y% (f(ai))i<, and by (5), (6) and the 
definition of si A f(a) == l.u,b. (f (ai))i,,. 
So f is w-continuous and hence also monotone. 
Assertion 5. iG(FtA)) = A for each .A E Ob(Pos(~)). 
Proof. G(F(A)) = (A , +(F(A))) = (A, dolmain (+F& = (A, ‘CA) - A. 
Asselrtion cc. dFCG(%)l= ‘8 for every QE  iCb( W). 
~~(~.;(~)) =={({:a, b\l, b): a +@Z) b) 
z #,a, b), b): (a, b) E domain (+!a]} = +a by axiom (0). 
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L FCC(%)) 
rcca ) 
= (((ai); ;oj9 a ): (&)ia 0 is an o-chain in G(m) and a = Uiezwai}= 
i i<w9 a): for each i 00, (ciri, Q &E domain (+a), (ai, a) E dolmain (+‘)I) an,d if for 
each i l : w (ai, b) E domain (-+9x) then (a, b) E domain (+a)}. We want to show 
c ~Fl,G(QQ) = c ‘3. 
(4 If ((ai)ic,, a) E Cpf~;(i~)), then by (4=), (5), (6) and (3) a =&I (ai)i<w. 
(W If ((ai)i<,, a ) 5 &I, &en by (71, (5) and (6), ((aik, a) E &(a)). 
Consequence. G 0 F = &s(w) and F ~0 G = 1 w. 
IDroof. Note that from the previous two assertions i$ follows that G 0 F and F 0 G are’ 
identitites also on morphisms. 
(The proof of Pos = V is left to the reader.) 
As a consequence of the above tk rcorem we will identify in the sequel Pas(w) with 
Vi/ (and Pos with V). Although the following results on Pas(w) (and on Pas) are not 
new, the link with the theory of partial algebras enables different proofs and certainly 
is enlightening. 
Corollary 6. PM(O) is epireflective in P’ and, in particuias Pas(o) has free objects. 
(Pos is sur-reflective in P” and in particzdar it has free objects.) 
Remark. Since P” is a full subcategory of P’, the above statement implies that 
I?os(w) is reflective in Pos. 
Proof. Since Pas(o) := Md Qpo and by Andrijka-Mmeti [l, Definition 2, Section 31 
or by Nkmeti [8, Definition 4] Qpo is a system of H&P-(generalized) identities 
(where H, stands for &sed homomorpic image.. S5 for strong subalgebra and P for 
direct product), Pos(cci ) = H&P Pas(w) by [I, Theorem 2, Section Z!] or by [S, 
Theorem 91. Applying now [l, Proposition 1, SP, ctii,n IJ or [4, Theorem. 37.21, we get 
that Pas(o) is epireflective in P’. (For the properties of P’, e.g. that 1” is an (epi, 
strong mono) category, see [lo].) (By the :Fbove cited theorems WC have that Qp ic a 
system of H&P-(generalized) identities, where S, stands for relative subalgebra, and 
hence Pos = H&P Pos, which implies that Pos is sur-reflective in PI’, P” being a 
(surjective, relative mono) category.) 
(For a more general treatment of axiomatizable subcategories ee [9] and [‘El.) 
Corollary 7. Pas(o) is a (dense, full mono) category (see also [6, 71) and an (epi, 
extremal mono) and (extremal epi, mono) category (see also [S-7]) ((and PSS i:i a 
(surj&ve, full mono), (epi, extremal mono), (extre,Ezal epi, mono) and (a (regular epi, 
monn) category ). 
I%&- Since by Pasztor [IO] for each ts P’ Its an iepi, extremal mono) category and 
sini;; “;>- Arv YF~rrlich-StrecErer [4, Theorem 36 IO] Pas(w) is closed render the formation 
of extremal subobjects, %S(6J) is a~ (epi of P ‘) extremal mono of P’) cafegoriy. ]BuCt by 
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[ 10) the msrryhbms !pf POS(O) which are epis ia5, P’ are exactly the dense o-continuous 
maps and the mcvphisms of lpos(o) which are zxtremal monos in P’ are exactly the full 
monos. So Rx(lr~) is a (djense, full mono) category. 
By CoroKlery 6 and by 14, Theorem 36.14J, RX(W) is complete, since P’ is too-see 
[lo]. So by [4, Theorems 34.1 and 34.51 P&W) is an (extremal epi, mono) and an 
(epi, extremal mono) category (see also [6, section 3.61 and [7, Section 21). (*Since thle 
morphisms of Pos whick are epis in P” are exactly the surjective ones and those which 
are extremal monos in P” are exactly the full monos, Pos is a (surjective, full mono) 
category. 7Using the same reasoning as in Pos(co), Pos is an (epi, extremal mono) and 
(extremal epi, mono) cafegory. Since the epis of Pos are exactly the surjective maps, 
in Pas the pullback of a regular epi is epi. Then by [4, Theorem 2 1 .O] Pos is a (regular 
epi, mono) category, which implies that in Pos regular epis and extremal epis 
coincide.) 
Now let us reformulate the conjecture of Meseguer: in Pas(o) the epis of P’ 
coincide with the epis of Pas(w) and the extremal monos of P’ coincide with the 
extremal monos of Pas(o). (Notice that one of the inclusions is trivial for both cases.) 
Let us take the first part of the conjecture. It gives rise, very naturally, to the 
question: Given an arbitrary categry % and a full reflective subcategory & of W, when 
arf: the epis of & also epis of %? 
As the case % = P’, sQ = Pas(o) shows, the fact that & is epireflective in Ce is not a 
sufficient condition. 
Is can be proven easily that if & is monoreflective (and hence by [4, Theorem 36.3 
also epireflective) in ‘&, then the epis of & are also epis in 5% 
The case % = P”, SQ = Pos shows that the inverse does not hold, since Pos is not 
monoreflective in P” (for example the Pos-reflection of % with A = {a, b} and 
a -+-a a = b is a singleton poset). 
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